**Tapit Trice**  
*Gray or Roan Colt; Feb 17, 2020*

**By TAPIT (2001).** Stakes winner of $557,300, Wood Memorial S. [G1] (AQU, $450,000), etc. Leading sire 3 times, sire of 16 crops of racing age, 1018 winners, 9 championships, 1018 winners of 3055 races and earning $196,014,902 USA, including Essential Quality (Champion twice, $4,755,144, Belmont S. [G1] (BEL, $800,000), etc.), Flightline (Horser of the year in U.S., to 4, 2022, $4,514,800, Breeders' Cup Classic [G1] (KEE, $3,120,000), etc.), Untapable (Champion in U.S., $3,926,625, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies [G1] (SA, $1,100,000), etc.), Stardom Bound (Champion in U.S., $1,810,805, Breeders' Cup Juvenile [G1] (CD, $1,080,000), etc.).

1st dam **DANZATRICE**, by Dunkirk. 7 wins, 2 to 5, $312,145, Iowa Distaff S. [L] (PRM, $59,400), Parx Oaks (PRX, $45,000), Tiffany Lass S. (FG, $31,000), 3rd Groupie Doll S. [G3] (ELP, $9,400), Treasure Chest S. [L] (DED, $22,000). Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner--Tapit Trice (c. by Tapit). See below. General Strike (g. by Union Rags). Placed at 2 and 3, 2022, $82,295.


DANZATRICE (f. by Dunkirk). Black type winner, see above. Nice Guys Finish (g. by Kodiak Kowboy). 10 wins, 3 to 7, $61,241. Dad's Stiff Drink (g. by Warrior's Reward). Winner at 3, $23,160. Beongae Yongsa (g. by Kitalpha). 2 wins at 3 in KOR. Magnanimous (f. by Karakontie (JPN)). Placed in 2 starts at 2, $11,179(USA).


4th dam **LA PAZ**, by Hold Your Peace. 8 wins, 2 to 4, $175,431, Brown Bess Breeders' Cup H. (BM, $29,475), Candle in the Wind H. (GG, $16,950), Arizona Breeders' Futurity -R (TUP, $28,980), 2nd Turf Paradise Futurity (TUP, $17,066), Cecilia de Mille Harper Invitation H. -R (BM, $8,000), Willow Brae Farm H. -R (BM, $5,000), 3rd Sun Seeker Farm H. (BM, $4,500). Half-sister to Classy Sheikh ($226,992, Swift S. (TUP, $15,000), etc.), My Treat ($156,072, Arizona Breeders' Derby -R (TUP, $27,010), etc.), Trail Class ($119,379, 2nd Prevue S. (RP, $5,455), sire), Classy Import ($25,936, 3rd Arizona Breeders' Derby -R (TUP, $3,355)). Dam of 8 winners, including--Mission Impazible (c. by Unbridled's Song). 3 wins, 2 to 4, $1,284,949, Louisiana Derby [G2]
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KIDDARI (f. by Smarty Jones). 5 wins at 3 and 4, $181,992, Roxelana S. (CD, $40,800), 3rd Prairie Rose S. (PRM, $6,000).

Adalene (f. by Alleged). Winner at 3 and 4, $49,140.

A. P. Flatter (f. by Flatter). 5 wins at 3 and 5, $93,234, 3rd Aspen Cup H. (RUI, $5,000).

Classical Charm (f. by A.P. Indy). 2 wins at 3, $90,840.

Spin Room (f. by Spinning World). See above.

RACE RECORD for Tapit Trice: At 2, one win, once 3rd in 2 starts; at 3, 2023, one win in 1 start. Totals: 2 wins, once 3rd in 3 starts. Earned $100,150.